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I tried using several different techniques to create an effective donation letter. I incorporated 
logos, ethos, and pathos in my letter, as well as Abraham Maslow’s “Hierarchy of Needs”. The 
chapter reading helped a lot when it came to understanding what to include in my letter, but 
regardless of the help I still thought this was a hard assignment. 
 
Logos ties into the concept of using logic to persuade the reader. Throughout my donation letter, 
I used facts found on First Book’s website regarding how many people are involved with this 
organization in some way. I also gave percentages of how many students increased literacy 
activities at home in order to show the success of First Book’s program.  
 
Pathos revolves around the idea of credibility when trying to persuade an individual. In my 
donation letter, the pathos aspect comes partly from the facts I used and who is, essentially, 
sending the letter. In this case, I built trust with my readers because Kyle Zimmer, First Book’s 
CEO, signed off on the letter indicating this request is coming from him. The facts I used also 
show that I know what I’m talking about and First Book is an organization people can trust. 
 
The ethos approach I used came from talking about how under privileged these children are. I 
showed a possible future for these kids if they are given the right resources, and I tried showing 
the reader what positive impact they could make on these children’s lives by donating. I think 
this tactic plays into readers’ emotions enough so they feel it’s crucial to make a donation. 
 
The last technique I utilized came from Abraham Maslow’s “Hierarchy of Needs”. Right below 
the top of Maslow’s hierarchy is a category called ego needs. This refers to how individuals want 
to gain respect and status. I incorporated this idea of ego needs in my letter by telling my readers 
to join the millions of people who are already helping these children through donations. This 
way, after a person reads the letter they will want to donate money in order to gain some status in 
the community. 
 
Through these different techniques, I trust that I have accomplished my task. I feel confident that 
people will donate money to this organization based on the emotional aspect of the program, as 
well as the facts and credibility associated with this letter.  


